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culture e somewhere on the rich and fertile soil that on three
sides girdles Adelaide'. He noted also what to-day has an
extremely topical interest—the small clans of Germans who
live just outside Adelaide, descendants of German settlers
who went out to the colony in 1840. * In some cases they
are still in groups and villages, and may be seen where
German names strike the eye strangely on door-posts or over
shop windows.* * These descendants', Eden adds, * of
German forefathers, make excellent settlers, thrifty and hard-
working.'
Since 1926 Adelaide has undergone considerable develop-
ment, but Eden's general verdict at that time still catches
the spirit of the place. It did not create to him * the im-
pression of a busy, hustling capital, but rather of some
modern university town.' Once again Eden unashamedly
propagates Imperial Preference. * On all hands, and
wherever we travelled, we found appreciation deep and
sincere for the preference granted to dried fruits within the
Empire in the Budget of 1925. If to the fiscal preference
the British consumer will add a personal preference; if the
British public will ask for Australian or South African
citrus and dried fruits, it will be purchasing articles pro-
duced under ideal conditions 'by men who have served the
Empire well, and whose future is to a large extent depen-
dent upon the home consumer's decision.'
Eden undertook the great train journey to the West and
missed the nptorious rigours of the Australian Bight, but
by land, as he justly pointed out, there are formidable pre-
liminaries. There is the twelve-hour journey from Adelaide
to Port Augusta before the dusty trek of .1,050 miles from
Port Augusta to Kalgoorlie begins, and thereafter no river
or stream is crossed; and for well over eight hundred miles
there is only one known source of water, and no settlement
of any kind. But Eden's artistic eye soon discovered com-
pensations in all the vast loveliness. * As the night draws
on^ twilight lingers after sunset; the graceful stems, the

